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Report of SA ARNOLD C, DOLDE at San Diego dated 12/10/63, ~ 

7 case captioned “LEE HARVEY OSWALD, IS-R"; 

El Paso teletype to Bureau dated 12/13/63. 
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LEADS / 

SAN DIEGO DIVISION CINFORMATION) J.        An information copy of this report is being designated for 

the San Diego Office in view of the investigation conducted by 

‘that Office re EDWARD TUBACH, LLOYD HORAL, and JACK HOLFORD, who * 
are referred to in the body of this report. . 
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Synopsis: oe WE ee, as follows: HOLFORD 
. ' has ‘known EDWARD TUBACH and LLOYD HORAL of Brawley, Calif.; | 

for many years. Neither are known to have any friends or : ‘ 
_ associates in Texas or. to be acquainted with JACK RUBY of... - 
oe . Dallas, Texas. HOLFORD met a friend of TUBACH and HORAL, — ~~ 
an namely MARIA (LNU), in Mexicali, Baja California, Mexico,” . 

several years ago, has had no subsequent contact with her _. 

or with any other friends or. associates of TUBACH and HORAL ‘. 
in Mexicali. aa 
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   Mr. JACK’ HOLFORD, “4835 ‘Vista Del Monte, EL Paso, 

fu nished the following Anformation: 0.0 
; , ‘ merce’ 

HOLFORD has been. acquainted with some Aoranct and - 

LLOYD ‘HORAL of Brawley, California, for many years. HOLFORD - 

grew up in California and-kiiéw*both TUBACH and HORAL during . 
his early lifetiwe in California: HOLFORD has maintained Z 

contact with TUBACH and HORAL throughout the years. OLFORD - 

left California about five years ago and has seen TUBACH and - 

_ HORAL on about a | yearly basis since that time... Ofoet 

: ' Neither TUBACH nor HORAL are known to have any friends _ 
-or - associates in Texas. Neither of-these individuals are known ~~ 

- to be acquainted with JACK RUBY of Dallas, Texas. HOLFORD has oe 
had contact with TUBACH in Texas on previous occasions and = .°°° "| 

 TUBACH never indicated to HOLFORD that he had any friends or 
acquaintances in. any part: of Texas. Bo _ . se ’ ce 
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‘Several years ‘ago, HOLFORD visited ‘TUBACH and HORAL - 

in Brawley, California. On that occasion, TUBACH learned that : 

-@ woman with whom he was acquainted in Mexicali, Baja California, : 
. Mexico, had been injured in an accident and was ina hospital Lo 
-in Mexicali. HOLFORD went with TUBACH to the hospital in. oe te 

- Mexicali on that occasion and met MARIA (LNU). HOLFORD did | i > 
;., mot recall MARIA's last name. He had no subsequent contact.” 

with MARIA, MARIA was a friend of both TUBACH and HORAL. 
eee a ewe tone, Bel Cpe Ot Sete CH 

     
     
            

   

    

   
“= WOLFORD has. not. visited Mexicali with TUBACH or 

| HORAL since the above mentioned occasion.‘ He hasipad no sub-* 

7 ‘Sequent contact with MARIA or with any. of.the associates or 
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